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NEW YORK COMIC CON THE EAST COAT BIGGEST AND MOST EXCITING
POPULAR CULTURE
JAVITS CENTER OCTOBER 8 - 11, 2015

PARIS - NEW YORK, 21.08.2015, 16:18 Time

USPA NEWS - From the beginning, the founders of the show set out to include not only the comic books they loved, but also other
aspects of the popular arts that they enjoyed and felt deserved wider recognition, including films and science fiction/fantasy literature...

Over the years, Comic-Con has become the focal point for the world of comics conventions. New York Comic Con is the East Coast's
biggest and most exciting popular culture convention. Their Show Floor plays host to the latest and greatest in comics, graphic novels,
anime, manga, video games, toys, movies and television. Their panels and autograph sessions give Fans a chance to interact with
their favorite creators.

Differents events are proposed :

- Panels & Screenings
Each year, thousands of Fans gather in New York City for the ultimate pop culture experience, the latest and greatest in comics, TV,
movies, toys, video games, anime, cosplay and more.
- Heroes & Villains
A two-part Fan meet-up series featuring the bravest and most evil sides of the comic world ! To come dressed to conquer evil and take
part in the Heroes Costume Contest for a chance to win tickets to NYCC. (Wednesday, August 19, 2015 - 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM to
Latitude Bar NYC, 783 8th Avenue)
- The Walking Dead Season 6 Fan Premiere on Friday, October 9 at Madison Square Garden

- NYCC Eastern Championships Of Cosplay
It is a craftsmanship award show with a pre-judging session and a stage display. All entries must represent a character or element
from the pop culture realm ““ including Comic Books, Movies & Television, Video Games, Anime & Manga or Fantasy. Submissions
will close on Friday, September 11, 2015 at 11:59PM EDT.
- Family HQ
For the younger Fans during all four days of the Show, will be hands-on workshops, interactive classes, drawing demonstrations and
performances.
- Speed Dating At NYCC
You will have a chance to meet other eligible singles! Session with over 25 dates with singles just like you for 3 -5 minutes each. 
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